Processing
Conveyors and belts

Moving toward sustainability
New conveying systems and belts are key players in bakers’ and snack manufacturers’
efforts to make their facilities and operations more sustainable.
Romy Schafer, Managing Editor

S

ustainability continues to be a priority
for bakers and snack manufacturers for a
variety of issues: Federal and state regulations are requiring manufacturers to be more
energy efficient and reduce waste. Consumers
continue to scrutinize the ingredients in their
foods and question aspects like how “processed” they are. Rising energy and supply
prices are prompting companies to look for
new ways cut costs.
The key to addressing many of these
sustainability issues, more bakers and snack
producers are discovering, is investing in
equipment—including in conveyors and
belts—designed with efficiency in mind.

Sustainably sanitary
Pneumatic conveying systems, for instance,
are commonly used to recycle excess toppings—sugar, salt, sesame seeds, cornmeal,
chopped nuts and more—from conveyor
belts for refilling topping spreaders with “excellent economic return and reduced waste
product,” says David Kennedy, business
development manager, Vac-U-Max, Belleville,
NJ. The conveying systems also can be used
to transport individually wrapped products
to bagging or carton-filling machines.
Vac-U-Max’s pneumatic batch-weighing
hopper feed systems convey major, minor
or micro ingredients, such as powders,
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granular food ingredients, nuts, and other
bulk ingredients, that allow minimal product
degradation when pneumatically conveyed.
The systems can convey ingredients from
drums, bags, bulk bags, intermediate bulk
and flexible intermediate bulk containers, or
super sacks, as well as discharge ingredients
to packaging lines or other destinations.
The systems offer dust-free operation,
allowing for safer and cleaner plant environments. Controls let operators select batching
times or desired destinations, while a toolfree design facilitates maintenance and easy
batch changeover.
“The ability to create recipes based on
preprogrammed formulations allows processors to save on food ingredient costs over
time, allowing for greater inventory control
and overall end-product cost savings,” says
Kennedy. “In some instances, expensive
ingredients can be tweaked as a result of
increased accuracy of food ingredients going
into the process, ultimately saving time and
money on ingredient costs.”
Heat and Control Inc., Hayward, CA,
recently added two FastBack conveyors
designed for productivity, sanitation and ease
of use to its line of FastBack horizontal motion conveyors.
Based on the FastBack E-drive—which
can be reused with different pans when
equipment layouts change—the FastBack
300E conveyor is more robust and easier to
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maintain than the FastBack 260E, says Blake
Svejkovsky, manager of product handling
systems, Heat and Control. It also offers the
company’s highest level of safety and hygienic
operation and comes with a choice of standard or stainless steel motors. Other design
features include easy access to electronic
components; sloped, self-draining stainless
steel covers with flush doors and smooth
sides; gentle motion; and quiet operation.
The model handles snacks, baked products,
premixed blends and more.
Designed for whole potatoes and other
product laning applications, Heat and
Control’s new FastBack potato laning conveyor gently meters a consistent flow of potatoes
to slicers, as well as improves productivity
in other product laning applications, says
Svejkovsky. Its simple design eliminates
overhead support structures and mechanical
components over food contact areas, and offers more-open access for cleaning.
Energy savings is also top-of-mind
for equipment manufacturers today.
“Intelligrated motorized roller conveyors
operate in short zones and run on demand,”
says Tim Kraus, manager, product management, Intelligrated, Mason, OH. “This translates to significant energy reduction compared to traditional conveyor technologies.”
Intelligrated’s ZoneFlex Advanced zone
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